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THE PARTIES HAVE AGREED TO THE FOLLOWING: 

PART 1- PURPOSE AND DURATION 

1. The owner retains the services of the manager as his representative in matters pertaining to the users 
of the said pool and the Manager agrees to take care of its administration. 

2. This contract shall be in effect during the period stated in appendix A. 
3. The pool will be open during the hours stated in appendix B. 
4. Contract pricing is detailed in appendix C. 

PART 2- SUMMERIZATION 

Should the price be written in Appendix C, the CONTRACTOR will complete the following services: 

A. Drain and acid cleaning the pool (if necessary). 
B. Check inventory supplies and provide OWNER with Opening inspection Report outlining missing 

equipment and/or deficiencies. 
C. Reassemble existing filler plant, set up pool equipment and signs and start system. 
D. Cooperate with any other contractors in preparing pool for operation. 
E. CONTRACTOR will advise OWNER of any needed repairs and/or improvements. 

PART 3- HEALTH INSPECTION 

Should the price be written in Appendix C, the CONTRACTOR will complete the following services: 

A. Book health inspection with health department 
B. Balance chemicals (1 visit) 
C. Getting everything ready for health inspection (1 visit) 
D. Attending health inspection (1 visit) 
E. Follow up inspections if any needed 

PART 4- PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE PACKAGE 

Should the price be written in Appendix C, the CONTRACTOR will complete the following services: 
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A. Complete two site visits per summer by a certified pool technician. 
B. Verify state of mechanical equipment including pumps, filters, chlorinators, etc .. 
C. Clean out and maintain chlorinator injector line and point of injection. 

D. Clean out and maintain pump impeller. 
E. Complete a backwash of the pool filter. 
F. Calibration of automation equipment. 
G. Salt cell inspection and cleaning. 
H. Complete a thorough water chemistry analysis and adjust if necessary. 
I. Report any deficiencies to the OWNER. 

FN :~~ 
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PART 5- MAINTENANCE 

General cleaning will be performed prior to opening the pool(s) each day. CONTRACTOR will be responsible 
for the following: 

A- Maintaining water purity, in conformance w ith the local Health Department regulations. 
B- Operating pool in accordance with rules established by governing health Departments recognized 

safety rules. CONTRACTOR reserves the right to prohibit admittance of children under the age of 
Twelve (12) unless accompanied by a responsible adult who is at least Sixteen Years (16) of age. All 
adults and legal guardians accompanying children must be a resident of the property represented in 
Part 1 of this agreement. 

C- CONTRACTOR will not be responsible for gate control and wading pool safety unless owner authorizes 
CONTRACTOR to provide additional personnel specifically for these duties. 

D- CONTRACTOR will perform other cleaning functions as necessary: 

1. Vacuum pool 
2. Brush pool 
3. Clean skimmer baskets 
4. Clean waterline tile 
5. Backwash filtration system 
6. Remove facility trash to owner's onsite facility 
7. Fill water to proper level 
8. Test and adjust pool water chemistry and re-fill chemical solution bins 
9. To notify OWNER of any parts/repairs needed. 

During the maintenance period, the pool(s) must be closed to patrons. 

PART 6- PERSONNEL 

CONTRACTOR will provide required personnel to manage the pool(s). 
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A. All personnel employed by CONTRACTOR for work under this agreement shall be employed solely by 
and will be employees of CONTRACTOR and CONTRACTOR will be responsible for paying these 
employees and shall pay all taxes and costs incident to the work of the employees. 

B. All lifeguards employed by CONTRACTOR when on duty, for easy identification, are require to wear a 
lifeguard uniform identifying them as the lifeguard, lifeguards will have proper National Lifeguard 
Service(i.e. NLS) certification, shall be WHMIS trained and will have C.P.R. and First-Aid Training 
certification. 

C. CONTRACTOR shall have the sole discretion as to the placement, hours and days of work of its 
employees. Staff schedules may be adjusted to suit the particular needs of the OWNER. Additional 
staffing hours or days may be added at the OWNER's requested for an additional fee with prior written 
approval by CONTRACTOR. Additional hours or days w ill be calculated at $20.00 per hour per 
Lifeguard. 

D. Staffing for pool parties or special events shall be calculated at the rate of $28.95 per hour per 
Lifeguard; there will be a three hour minimum charge plus an additional $20.00 travel allowance fee 
per Lifeguard.            fn



E. Lifeguards will be entitled to lunch hour and/or diner breaks as noted in appendix B of this agreement. 
No swimming will be allowed in single guard facilities at those times. 

PART 7- CLIENT CARE/ SUPERVISION 

A. CONTRACTOR agrees to conduct site visits and will present documentation to advise OWNER of the 
general pool operation. 

B. CONTRACTOR agrees to meet with the OWNER representative periodically to discuss pool operation 
and related issues. 

C. CONTRACTOR will perform monthly mandatory inspection of main drain covers, equalizers and testing 
of calcium hardness levels, and shall record all results in the provided log book. 

D. CONTRACTOR will act as liaison between OWNER and Health Department Officials whenever possible. 

PART 8- WINTERIZATION 

Should the price be written in Appendix C, the CONTRACTOR will complete the following services: 

1. Backwash and drain filters 
2. Drain pool to proper level. CONTRACTOR will not be responsible for maintaining level after 

winterization. 
3. Drain all pumps, hair/ lint strainers that require draining. 
4. Fill all bathhouse fixtures with antifreeze if requested in writing by owner (additional charges will 

apply). 
5. Drain all water pipes of swimming pool water heater. Please note that gas lines and/or electrical 

requirements for winterizing are not included in the present contract and can be completed if 
requested in writing by owner (additional charges will apply). 

6. Drain all pool circulation lines that require draining and are so constructed that they can be drained. 
7. Store all First-Aid, emergency, maintenance, and test equipment in filter room. 
8. Secure and store automatic chemical feeder (if applicable) 
9. Disconnect and store handrails and ladders. 
10. Re-install and secure either the existing safety pool cover to existing anchoring system or standard 

pool cover and water bags. Any missing or damaged bronze anchors, grommets, springs, water bags 
or other will be replaced at time of closing and will be invoiced separately to the OWNER. 

11. Notify OWNER on completion of winterization service and provide written winterization report. 
12. Submit list of repair recommendations for the following season. 
13. Upon completion of winterization, CONTRACTOR assumes no responsibility for freeze damage, 

damage to water meters or damage or loss of any equipment or supplies. 

OWNER shall be responsible for winterization all other areas. Owner shall be responsible for informing 
contractor of all isolated or concealed drain valves. 
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PART 9- STANDARD CHEMICALS AND SUPPLIES 

CONTRACTOR will supply and operation manual and log book together with MSDS sheets 

Should the price be written in Appendix C, the CONTRACTOR will complete the following supplies: 

SUPPLIES INCLUDED- FOURNITURES INCLUSES 

CHEM - ALGECIDE 40% LITRE CHEM - TASSE MAESURE CUP US/CAN FIRST- WATERP. ADHES. TAPE 1.27cm 

CHEM- CALCIUM CHLORITE 77% PLASTIC CLEAN - DAKI SKUM LINE CLEANER FIRST - WATERP. ADHES. TAPE S.lcm 

CHEM- CALCIUM CHLORITE 77% SAC-BAG FIRST - COMPRESS {PRESSURE) BANDAGE TEST - TAYLOR REAGENTS R-0001 60ML 

CHEM - CHLOR OUT FIRST - GAUZE ROLL 10.2cm x 4.6m TEST - TAYLOR REAGENTS R-0002 60 ML 

CHEM - CLARIFIER/CLARIFIANT EAU FIRST - GAUZE ROLL S.lcm x 4.6m TEST - TAYLOR REAGENTS R-0003 60 ML 

CHEM- GRAN CHLORINE70%/ CHLORE GRAN FIRST- LATEX MEDICAL GLOVES- M ED TEST - TAYLOR REAGENTS R-0004 60 ML 

CHEM- LIQUID CHLORINE LIQUIDE 10 L FIRST- PLASTIC BANDAGES TEST - TAYLOR REAGENTS R-0007 60 ML 

CHEM -pH + 20 KG FIRST- SAFETY PINS #1 TEST - TAYLOR REAGENTS R..()()08 60 ML 

CHEM- PH MOINS - MINUS FIRST- SCISSORS 8.9 em TEST - TAYLOR REAGENTS R-0009 60 ML 

CHEM - SODIUM BICARBONATE 25 KG - SAC/ BAG FIRST- STERILE GAUZE PADS - 3 BY 3 TEST - TAYLOR REAGENTS R-0010 60 ML 

CHEM- SODIUM BICARBONATE 20 KG- PLASTIC FIRST- ST-JOHN AMBULANCE GUIDE e/f TEST - TAYLOR REAGENTS R-0011 60 M L 

CHEM - STABILISER - STABILISATEUR FIRST- TRIANGULAIRE BANDAGE TEST - TAYLOR REAGENTS R-0012 60 ML 

CHEM - POOL SALT FIRST- SPLINT PADDING TEST - TAYLOR REAGENTS R-0013 0.47L 

FIRST- ALUMINIUM WIRE SPLINT 

1. OWNER shall be responsible to supply and to pay for all other expendable supplies including bathroom 
items, such as soap, brushes, toilet paper, hand towels garbage bags and any other items needed for 
the operation of the pool. 

2. Additional chemicals consumed over CONTRACTOR anticipated normal usage due to pool leakage will 
be billed to OWNER over and above the contract price. 

PART 10- OWNER'S RESPONSIBILITIES 
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A. Provide CONTRACTOR with two (2) sets of Keys to the pool enclosure and facilities, and one (1) lock 
box to place keys to allow access to the CONTRACTOR and its employees. 

B. Complete all needed repairs inside pool enclosure, such as plumbing, decking, fencing, locking 
mechanisms, caulking, area lights, depth markings, etc. CONTRACTOR does NOT include any 
maintenance of the perimeter barrier of the pool (i.e. fences) and any or all locking mechanisms of 
the barrier. 

C. OWNER will maintain the perimeter barrier of the pool fence or any and all locking mechanisms of the 
swimming pool area or enclosure. 

D. If OWNER provides pool furniture (i.e. lounge chairs, tables, chairs, bases, umbrellas) it will be of good 
working condition. CONTRACTOR will not be responsible for any damages to pool f urniture or liable 
for injury to patrons caused by pool furniture. 

E. The OWNER shall insure that the pool facility(s) complies with all building codes and the Local Health 
Regulations in effect. The Owner shall provide, in good working condition, all necessary equipment 
for the safe operation of the facility, including but not limited to the following: a fully operational 
filter system and pump which is adequate to properly circulate the pool water which meets the 
minimum flow requirements, one (1) approved DPD t est kit, one (1) insulated reaching pole at least 
3.65 meters long (12') and one (1) life hook, two (2) buoyant throwing 
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aids. i.e. 24' ring buoys with rope attached to each being a six millimeter diameter rope of a length 
not less than one-half the width of the pool plus three meters, one (1) spinal backboards with head 
immobilizer and minimum 3 straps, one (1) deep water divider ropes with floats, two (2) health 
regulation signs, one (1) shower before entry sign, one (1) emergency telephone sign, one (1) shallow 

area sign, one (1) deep area sign, one (1) emergency procedure sign, one(1) caution avoid deep sign 
or if pool is a non-diving pool, one (1) no diving sign, one (1) vacuum head, one (1) vacuum hose, one 
(1) vacuum extension pole, one (1) deep net leaf skimmer, one (1) pool brush, one (1) additional 
extension pole to attach the preceding, one (1) water meter for each body of water, one (1) fully 
functional flow meter per body of water, one (1) sanitizer dosing device for each body of water and 
one (1) sanitizer solution bin, one pH dosing device for each body of water and one (1) pH solution 
bin, one (1) backflow preventer one potable fresh water line, one (1) backflow preventer on drain/ 
backwash line, CONTRACTOR reserves the right to supply these items and invoice the OWNER. 

F. OWNER will insure that the pool shall have a black disc 150 millimeters in diameter (6") on a white 
background permanently affixed to the deepest point of the pool bottom. (The CONTRACTOR can 
install and provide this at and additional cost). 

G. Have a telephone (tone, hard wired, push button) prior to the official opening date available to the 
guards at all times. The telephone line cannot be automatically forwarded to an emergency service or 
9-1-1. Employees must be able to dial out with the telephone. 

H. Provide the telephone number to the CONTRACTOR prior to the pool season. 
I. OWNER to block long distance, 900 service, toll and internet to prevent additional charges on any 

non-payphone. CONTRACTOR is not responsible for any charges incurred on OWNER phones. 
J. Provide CONTRACTOR and CONTRACTOR's employees with free parking to service the facility. 
K. Provide all utilities: water, electricity and gas (if needed) for the operation of the pool. 
L. Provide CONTRACTOR with a copy of OWNERS approved pool rules for the community. 
M. Provide CONTRACTOR a safe working environment. 
N. The OWNER shall provide, free of charge, adequate and conveniently located storage space for 

cleaning materials and equipment of CONTRACTOR and shall be responsible to CONTRACTOR for the 
security of such place. 

0 . Provide CONTRACTOR's Lifeguards with washroom facilities. 
P. Provide CONTRACTOR's employees with shade in the form of a table and umbrella. 
Q. Provide CONTRACTOR's employees with a chair in good working condition. 

PART 11-INSURANCE 
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A. CONTRACTOR will maintain at its sole cost Comprehensive General Liability Insurance, covering the 
legal liability for bodily injuries and property damages. 

B. CONTRACTOR will maintain good standing with Workers Compensation, covering all employees of the 
CONTRACTOR. 

C. CONTRACTOR will maintain at its sole cost Comprehensive Automobile Liability insurance, covering 
bodily injuries, providing coverage for any accident arising out of or resulting from the operation, 
maintenance or use by the CONTRACTOR on the Property of any owned, non-owned or hired 
automobiles, trailers or other vehicular equipment to be licensed. 

D. CONTRACTOR will pride at the OWNERS request "proof" of Insurance by submitting to the OWNER a 
"Certificate of Insurance", and Clearance certificate form Workers Compensation. 

E. OWNER will maintain general liability insurance policy evidencing property damage, bodily injury, 
products and completed operations, contractual liability and personal injury coverage for the subject 
premises, including the pool area in amounts and coverage equal or greater than the CONTRACTOR's. 

I ---w 
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F. OWNER agrees to inform CONTRACTOR of any activities conducted at the pool during hours not listed 
in the General Specifications per Part 1 and organized activities during hours specified appendix B (i.e. 
pool parties, camps). The OWNER shall be liable for insurance coverage during such activities. OWNER 
agrees to and does hereby indemnify CONTRACTOR and save it harmless and shall defend It from and 
against any and all claims, damages, liability and judgments in connection with personal injury and/or 
damage to property arising from or out of maintenance, operation or use by the OWNER and/or its 
agents, servants, employees, invitee's, and licensees 1) outside of the hours listed in appendix B, 2) 

during any organized activities, and 3) brought forth by other contractors and/or trespassers. 

PART 12- ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS 
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A. All repairs needed to render the pool operational will be made by the OWNER at their expense. 
CONTRACTOR, if requested by the OWNER, may perform, arrange for, or supervise the work at an 
agreed upon fee. 

B. REPAIRS, BILLS AND INVOICES: OWNER shall pay all repair bills and invoices submitted to OWNER by 
CONTRACTOR within 15 days of receipt. This covenant is an independent covenant of this contract. 
All material supplied by CONTRACTOR remain the property of CONTRACTOR until materials are paid 
in full. 

C. All applicable taxes (i.e. HST) for any equipment, labor, chemicals, or any other sales are not included 
in the prices represented by CONTRACTOR and shall be applied as an extra amount to all invoices. 

D. OWNER agrees not to hire or contract with CONTRACTOR's current or past employees to work at, 
service, or be connected in any way with the pool for a period of two years from the date that the 
contract terminates, or two years from the date of termination of the CONTRACTOR's employees. In 
the event that the OWNER breaches the agreement prior, the OWNER agrees to pay CONTRACTOR, a 
placement fee equal to 30% of the total contract price herein. 

E. Any increases in the minimum wage, subsequent to the submission of this contract will be passed 
onto the OWNER at an amount calculate at 100% of the minimum wage increase multiplied by the 
number of hours for the remainder of the season that the pool will be open per appendix B. Only the 
portion above the inflation rate of Appendix A will be applied. 

F. Any increases in employers governmental contributions, such as WSIB premium or other subsequent 
to the submission of this contract will be passed onto the OWNER at an amount calculate at 100% of 
the increase multiplied by the number of hours for the remainder of the season that the pool will be 
open per appendix B. Only the portion above the inflation rate of appendix A will be applied. 

G. In the event that OWNER shall become bankrupt, insolvent, or shall make a voluntary assignment for 
the benefit of creditors, CONTRACTOR, at its option, may terminate this agreement immediately. 

H. OWNER hereby agrees to contract with CONTRACTOR to manage and operate the pool site during the 
term of this Agreement. If OWNER is not the actual owner of the pool site, but rather a management 
company or person acting as the agent of the owner of the property, OWNER hereby declares and 
affirms that it is acting within the scope of its authority in entering into and executing this Agreement. 

I. OWNER hereby agrees that CONTRACTOR is utilizing OWNER property and CONTRACTOR will not be 
held liable for damage that is caused based on OWNER equipment failure. 

J. This Agreement may not be amended or modified expect by written instrument executed by the 
parties. 

K. It is agreed and understood that in the event any sums of money which are due to CONTRACTOR 
under and by virtue of this agreement are not paid in full by OWNER within thirty (30) days subsequent 
to the receipt of an invoice for the same, said sum shall bear interest of the rate of 2.0% per month. 
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This provision shall be applicable in addition to any rights and remedies, which CONTRACTOR may 
have under any other provisions of this agreement. 

L. This Agreement shall be governed and constructed in accordance with the laws of the Province of 
Ontario. 

M. Should the pool not open by 3:00 PM due to inclement weather, the pool will be closed for the 
remainder of the day. 

N. CONTRACTOR cannot be held liable for any hydrostatic conditions that cause damage to the pool 

structure and surrounding area. 
0. Additional chemicals consumed over contractors anticipated normal usage due to pool leakage will 

be billed to OWNER over and above the contract price. 
P. Restrictive endorsements or other statements written on payment checks by the OWNER accepted 

by CONTRACTOR will not apply and in no way alter the contract. 
Q. If a sauna is present on site, the OWNER must ensure that it is equipped with an automatic on/off 15-

minute timer. Th is timer needs to be located outside the sauna enclosure. Furthermore, a hook must 
be installed on the sauna door to permit the door to remain opened when the site is closed to the 
public. 

R. The CONTRACTOR cannot be held liable for injury to users who access the site outside of staffed 
pool/recreation center hours as per appendix B of the present contract. The access to the site outside 
of staffed hours remain the responsibility of the OWNER. 

PART 13- CLOSURES 

CONTRACTOR and/or OWNER reserve the right to close the pool in an emergency situation, inclement 
weather, breakdown of equipment, inadequate security for the protection of the lifeguards at the facil ity, 
violation of local or Provincial ordinance, or any other condition or circumstances which, in the judgment of 
CONTRACTOR and/or, endangers the health or safety of the lifeguards or patron and this shall not constitute 
a breach by CONTRACTOR. If the emergency event causes the pool facility to be closed for more than seven(7) 
consecutive days and such event was not caused by any act or omission of the OWNER, its agents, servants, 
contractors or employees, then CONTRACTOR shall refund to the OWNER the variable costs of the contract 
that are defined as fifty percent (SO%) of CONTRACTOR's actual daily operating cost beginning pro rata from 
the gth day until the pool is reopened, or the end of the term of the Agreement, whichever occurs earlier. 
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PART 14- DEFAULT 

In the event that OWNER fails to make any of the payments required hereunder or fails to comply with any 
of the terms of this Agreement the OWNER shall be in default and CONTRACTOR, at its sole option, shall have 
the right (i) to declare this Agreement "terminated" and immediately cease to provide any and all services, 
supplies and personnel to OWNER at the pool site or elsewhere, and (ii) avail itself of any and all remedies, 
both legal and equitable, it may be entitled to at the time of default, to specifically include but not be limited 
to the damages set forth below in liquidated damages. 
In the event that OWNER considers CONTRACTOR to have breached any provision of this Agreement or failed 
to perform or unsatisfactorily performed any obligation under this Agreement, OWNER shall have the right 
to terminate the services provided hereunder, provided: (1) a certified written complaint is made promptly 
to CONTRACTOR stating the precise nature of the deficiencies in performance and/or quality of service; (2) 
CONTRACTOR has not corrected the deficiencies within ten (10) days from the date written notification is 
received: and (3) OWNER has complied in all material respects with its obligations under this agreement. 
Unless OWNER complies with Agreement, OWNER shall not be entitled to set off, reduce, offset or claim 
consequential damages or any other deduction whatsoever, for non-performance of this agreement. 

PART 15- LIQUIDATION DAMAGES 

In the event of termination of performance by CONTRACTOR under the terms of this Agreement for non
payment of any sum due hereunder by OWNER, it is expressly agreed and understood that CONTRACTOR 
shall be entitled to retain all sums of money previously received from the OWNER, and shall be entitled to 
collect all sums of money due including reasonable legal fees under the terms of the contract. The charges 
for any chemicals, supplies or labour that is outstanding are also due at the time of termination. In the event 
of a breach of this Agreement by OWNER prior to CONTRACTOR commencing summarization as defined in 
Part 2, CONTRACTOR shall be entitled to 20% of the total contract price as liquidated damages. 

PART 16- BINDING EFFECT 

The terms and provisions of this Agreement shall be binding on the OWNER, its successors and/or heirs and 
to the benefit of CONTRACTOR and its successor and assigns. OWNER shall not have the right to assign, 
pledge or encumber in any way any part of its interest in this Agreement without the prior written consent 
of CONTRACTOR. CONTRACTOR, however, shall have the right to assign any and all rights, services and 
obligations under this Agreement. If OWNER has provided CONTRACTOR documents as addendum to this 
agreement, should any term or provision of one document conflict with a term or provision of the other, the 
terms or provision contained in the H20 Contract shall control. 

9 r FN I 0~~ .___ ___ .II ~. 
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PART 17- EXTENSION OF SERVICE 

CONTRACTOR shall, if requested by the OWNER, for an agreed upon non-refundable or cancellable fee, 
operate the pool prior to or beyond the Dates specified in Part 1, provided the owner give CONTRACTOR a 
minimum of two (2) weeks' notice. The cost associated will be separately negotiated. 

PART 18- MISCELLANEOUS 

This contract embodies the entire understanding between the parties, and there are no other agreements, 
representation or warranties in connection therewith. IN WITNESS HEREOF, the parties hereto have signed 
this contract by their duty authorized representative and/or agents who represent that they have the express 
authority to enter this agreement in behalf of each party. 
OWNER acknowledges that it owns and/or operates the pool facility and has legal capacity and authority to 
enter into this Agreement and bind the property owner of the pool facility. This Agreement is a valid and 
legally binding obligation of OWNER and is fully enforceable against OWNER and the party which owns and 
operates the pool facility. 

IN WITNESS THEREOF THE PARTIES HAVE SIGNED IN OTTAWA THIS / ;:b-';- DAY 

OF /JJ ~~ 2017 

J__. 
HzO- Frederic Nadon 

/Jie-.;eE~E ~4/tS:f"o-P~ 
The Owner (Print name) 
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Position 

P#f'd<Ty J.f&f{ 
I 

7 At"; £'JJ 1 R>l2 

LCL 3~.? 

Signature 
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APPENDIX A 

Effective date of this contract: Date of the signature 

Final date of this contract: September 15th 2019 

3 YEAR CONTRACT -INFLATION CLAUSE 

This contract will be renewed for two consecutive years (2018 and 2019) with an increase corresponding to 
inflation in the Ottawa region in the month of December as per Statistics Canada, for the same number for 
hours in the schedule. Schedules to be confirmed in March of each calendar year. 

APPENDIX B 

2017 Schedule: 

May 20 to September 4: 

Maintenance: 
lifeguarding: 
Break: 
lifeguarding: 

ll 

10:30 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. 
11:00 a.m. to 3:30p.m. 
3:30p.m. to 4:00p.m. 
4:00p.m. to 9:00p.m. 
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APPENDIX C 

2017 ATRIUM 

Hours without holiday pay I Heures sans paye vacances 1080.00 

Statutory Holiday hours I Heures conges feries 54.00 

Total hours I Heures totales 1134.00 

Hourly rate I taux horaire 19.63 

Lifeguarding I sauvetage total 22255.88 

Chemicals, test, 1st aid I Produits standards et chimiques 19l 1650.00 

Opening of pool I Mise en service printemps 12) 724.00 

Health inpection I Inspection sanitaire 13) 250.00 

Closing of pool I Remisage pour l'hiver (B) 416.00 

Preventive maintenance package I Entretien preventif14 l 199.00 

Total without tax I sans taxes 25494.88 

Taxes FED & PRO 3314.33 

Grand total 28809.21 

Date of invoice to be issued -to be paid net 30 

Date de Ia facturation - a payer net 30 

151May 6,373.72 

151Jun 6,373.72 

151Jul 6,373.72 

15/Aug 6,373.72 
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CCC340 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 
Attachments: 

David, 

Frederic Nadon [FREDERIC@h2o.ca] 
Tuesday, May 16, 2017 9:13AM 
dvirtue@berkleypm.ca; ccc340@rogers.com 
Summer contract - revised 
ATRIUM 2017-18-19.pdf 

As discussed last night, here are the changes to the Atrium contract: In article E and F of part 12-

E. Any increases in the minimum wage, subsequent to the submission of this contract will be passed onto 
the OWNER at an amount calculate at 100% of the minimum wage increase multiplied by the number 
of hours for the remainder of the season that the pool will be open per appendix B. Only the portion 
above the inflation rate of Appendix A will be applied. 

F. Any increases in employers governmental contributions, such as WSIB premium or other subsequent 
to the submission of this contract will be passed onto the OWNER at an amount calculate at 100% of 
the increase multiplied by the number of hours for the remainder of the season that the pool will be 
open per appendix B. Only the portion above the inflation rate of appendix A will be applied. 

These clauses are there to freeze the value of the contract in time, ie the value of the contract will not increase, it will 
follow cost of living. 

Thank you for asking for clarification. 

Frederic Nadon 

H20- Lifeguard services and recreation mgt 
101 Hillside 
Ottawa, Ontario, K1K 3A2 

T:(613)789·4020x5 

H20 - Gestion de piscines, plages et spas 
8270 rue Racine Brossard, J4X 1T8 
T:(S14)612·0488,2 

www.h2o.ca 
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CCC340 

From: 
Sent: 

Omar Rashed [omrashedconsulting@gmail.comJ 
Wednesday, May 17, 2017 12:01 PM 

To: 'CCC340' 
Cc: 'Therese Asistores' 
Subject: RE: Summer contract - revised 

Hi Bibi. 

Yes. this addresses the concern I had, as it now states we' ll only pay the minimum wage increases 
that exceed the annual CPI increase of the entire contract, which is fair. Please go ahead. Thank 
you. 

Omar S. Rashed, CPA, CA 
1612-27 60 crois. Carousel Crescent 
Ottawa, ON K 1 T 2N4 
Telephone/Telephone: 613.862.8497 
omrashedconsulting@gmail.com 

From: CCC340 [mailto:ccc340@rogers.com] 
Sent: May-17-17 11:57 AM 
To: 'Omar Rashed' 
Subject: FW: Summer contract- revised 

Hi Omar, 

Please refer to the contact attached for the pool. 
Dave would like to know if this is acceptable. 

Thanks, 

Bibi 

David Virtue 
Property Manager 
Berkley Property Management Inc. 
2760 Carousel Crescent 
Ottawa, ON 
K1T 2N4 
Tel: 613-521-1214 
Fax: 613-521-1215 

From: Frederic Nadon Lmailto:FREDERIC@h2o.ca] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 16, 2017 9:13AM 
To: dvirtue@berkleypm.ca; ccc340@rogers.com 
Subject: Summer contract - revised 

David, 
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As discussed last night, here are the changes to the Atrium contract: In article E and F of part 12-

E. Any increases in the minimum wage, subsequent to the submission of this contract will be passed onto 
the OWNER at an amount calculate at 100% of the minimum wage increase multiplied by the number 
of hours for the remainder of the season that the pool will be open per appendix B. Only the portion 
above the inflation rate of Appendix A will be applied. 

F. Any increases in employers governmental contributions, such as WSIB premium or other subsequent 
to the submission of this contract will be passed onto the OWNER at an amount calculate at 100% of 
the increase multiplied by the number of hours for the remainder of the season that the pool will be 
open per appendix B. Only the portion above the inflation rate of appendix A will be applied. 

These clauses are there to freeze the value of the contract in time, ie the value of the contract will not increase, it will 

follow cost of living. 

Thank you for asking for clarification. 

Frederic Nadon 

H20 - Lifeguard services and recreation mgt 
101 Hillside 
Ottawa, Ontario, K1K 3A2 
T:(6::.3)789-4020x5 

H20 - Gestion de piscines, plages et spas 
8270 rue Racine Brossard, J4X 1T8 
T:(514)612-0488,2 

www.h2o.ca 
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